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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Metric - English 
Symbol 
Unit Abbrevia- Unit Abbrevia-tion tion 
Length ____ __ l meter _________________ _ m foot (or mile) _________ ft (or mi) Time ____ __ __ t second _____ ___ ___ ______ s second (or hour) ___ ____ sec (or hr) Force ___ ___ __ F weight of 1 kilogram _____ kg weight of 1 pound _____ Ib 
Power _____ __ P horsepower (metric) ____ _ 
--------- -
horsepower ____ ______ _ hp 
Speed __ _____ V {kilometers per hour ______ kph miles per hour ___ _____ mph meters per second ______ _ mps feet per second _______ _ fps 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80665 m/s2 
or 32.1740 ft/seca 
Mass= W g 
Moment of inertia=mk2• (Indicate axis of 
. radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Ooefficient of viscosity 
• Kinematic viscosity 
p Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg_m-4_s2 at 15° 0 
and 760 mm; or 0.002378 Ib-ft-4 sec2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/ms or 
0.07651 Ib/cu ft 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Ohord 
b2 Aspect ratio, S 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure, ~p V2 
Lift, absolute coefficient OL=:S 
Drag, absolute coefficient OD= q~ 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient ODO=~S 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient ODt= ~S 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient ODP=~S 
Oross-wind force, absolute coefficient 00 = q~ 
Q 
f.! 
R 
E 
'Y 
Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
R esultant angular velocity . 
Reynolds number, p Vl wher~ l is a linear dimen-
J.I-
sion (e.g., for an airfoil of 1.0 ft chord, 100 mph, 
standard pressure at 15° 0 , the corresponding 
R eynolds number is 935,400 ; or for an airfoil 
of 1.0 m chord, 100 mps, the corresponding 
Reynolds number is 6,865,000) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of at tack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero~ 
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
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REPORT No. 783 
COMPRESSIBILITY AND HEATING EFFECTS ON PRESSURE LOSS AND COOLING OF A 
BAFFLED CYLINDER BARREL 
By ARTHUR W. GOLD TEIN and HERMAN H. ELLERBROCK, JI". 
SUMMARY 
Theoretical inve tigations have shown that, because air i 
compressible, the pres ure-drop requiTements JOT cooling an 
aiT-cooled engine will be much greater at high altitudes and 
high speeds than at ea level and low peeds . Te ts were 
conducted by the N.fl CA to obtain ome experimental con-
firmation oj the e..tfect oj ail' compre sibility on cooling and 
preSSUTe loss oj a baffled cylinde1' baTrel and to evaluate various 
methods oj analy is. The results TepoTted in the pre ent 
pape?' are regarded as pTeliminaTY to tests on single-cylinder 
and multicylindeT engines. Te ts were conducted over a wide 
range oj air flows and density altitudes . 
The re ults indicate that, jar a given ail' weight fl ow, the 
reduced pTe sure drop based on average cooling-air density 
t::..P Pa./ Ps, whi ch has been used to correlate heat-transj er cool-
ing data, is not con tantjoT dijferent air densities (t::..p, cooling-
air pre SU7'e drop across the engine; Pa./Ps, ratio oj average 
cooling-air density to density at ea leveO. Engine-cooling 
variables hould therejore not be plotted against pTessure drop. 
From the pre ent tests a cOTTelating variable jor heat-transjer 
data i hown to be the air weight flow; the reduced pres ure 
drop is not uitable jar this purpo e. An analysis based on 
the a umption oj unijorm flow i shown to be sati ;factory jor 
estimating the effect oj compressibility on data obtained in the e 
test. A simple?' empiTical method in which compressibility 
and heating effects can be e timated was jound JOT c01'1'elating 
the te t data on pres ure lo . 
INTRODUCTION 
orne investigators have heretofore correlated cooling data 
for air-cooled engines wi th the cooling-ail' pressure drop 
(references 1 to 4). The effect of compressibili ty was taken 
into account by using the product of tbe pressure drop and 
the average of the air densi ties at the fron t and the rear of 
the cylinder as the correlating variable rather than the pres-
ure drop alone. With the high rate of heat ex hange and 
the high air velocity between the fins r equiTed for effective 
cooling at higb altitudes, however, a large air-d ensiLy change 
will r esult. Thi change i)) air de)) ity i attended by an 
incr ea e in veloci ty, and an add itional pressure loss ,,-ill be 
incurred at the baffle exit where this momentum \\-ill be 
lost. Estimates of the increase in pres ure 10 s caused by 
ail' com pre sibili ty in engin e-cooling sys terns wi th baffled 
cylinders were made in r eferences 5 to 9. The analyses of 
reference 5 and 9 were bascd on the as ump tions of one-
dimensional ga dynamic, bu t no experimen tal data were 
available to upport the e analyses. 
An investigation wa begun by the NACA to ob tain 
experimen ta l confirmation of the effect of compressibili ty 
and rate of heat tr an fer on pressure los and cooling of a 
baffled section of a cylinder barrel and to evaluaLe the 
various method of correlating these data. The te t 
covered a ranO'e of imulated den ity alLitude from 4000 
to 33,000 feet, of velocities between the fins from a l\ Iach 
llumber of 0.05 to near onic valu es, and of heat inpu t 
from 0 to 500 B tu p el' hour per squ are inch of ylinder-
wall urface. This investigation was conducted at Langley 
Memorial Aeronau tical Laboratory, Langley Field, Va., 
during 1942. 
Aclmowledgment is made to Mr . Frank E. M arble of the 
upercharger and Airflow R esearch Divi ion, Au'craft En-
gine R esearch Laboratory of the I ACA for his ugge tion 
that Lhe Prandtl-Gla uer t compres ibili ty factor be used to 
correlate the r esul ts of the pre ent te t . 
ANALYSIS 
ONE-DIMENSro AL GAS DYNAMICS 
The analysis of the flow aroun d a baffled cylinder i ba ed 
0)) the assump tion of one-dimen ional ga' dynamic. The 
equfttion for the pre sme and density change through a 
1 
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baffled-cylinder ystem (fig. 1) are develop d by the follow-
ing analysis, which i imilar to that of reference 5. 
1. The hcat transfer betw en tations 1 and 2 and betwcen 
tations 2 and 4 is es timated. 
2. No loss in total pres ure is assumed from station 1 to 
station 2. 
3. The prcssure and the den ity at station 2 are then cal-
culated from the hcat-tran fer e timate, the stagnation 
pres ure, and the rna flow. 
K------------------/O%U-----------------~ 
Station 
Yz "rod 
Station 3 
Station 3' 
4 " 
Static-pressure top r-II-do--t-- St ation 4 
C::====1<~"---":t-....>:.... 
Totol- pressur2e==~~~ 
rake 
FIG UR E I.-Finned cylinder, barnes, tailpiece, and measuring-station locations used in tests. 
4 . Thc analysis of the flo\·" between stations 2 and 3 j 
ba cl on the a llmption of uniform flow of a compre ible 
fluid with friction in a straight duct. 
5. The los at the baffle exit i computed from the mo -
mentum equations for uniform flow at stations 3 and 4. 
Change in gas state between station 1 and station 2,- 1£ 
th heat picked up by the ail' between station 1 and station 
2 and the weight of air flowing tlu-ough the baffle are known, 
(1) 
where 
H I rate of heat transfer to air between station 1 and 2, 
B tu pel' second (The method of obtaining H I i 
gi en in appendix A.) 
11' weigh t of ail' flowin g through baffle , pounds per 
second 
f'p specific heat of all' at constant pres ure, B tu pel' 
pound pel' 0 F 
Tz ,/ stagnation temperature at station 2, 0 F absolu tc 
T I,t tagnation temperature at tat ion I , 0 F ab olu te 
A complete lis t of the symbols used i presented in appendix 
B , 
Stagnation 01' total tempcrature and pres ure as used in 
thi report indicat gas propertie that would obtain if the 
kin etic energy of the moving ga were isentl'opically con-
verted into enthalpy. The temperature TI ,t may be con-
i [ered equal to the static temperature at station 1 because 
the velocity at station 1 i negligible. If TI ,t , W, and HI 
are known , the total temperatur at station 2 may be 
obtained from equation (1) . 
The assumption i made that there i no loss in total 
pres ure from station 1 to tation 2 and that the stagnation 
state of the all' at station 2 i known. Then , from the 
relation 
(2) 
and 
(3) 
and by mean of the relation for i entropic change, the true-
s tream density and pre ure may be eliminated and the 
tagnation density and pre UTe in l'ted to give 
where 
( P2 VZ)2 
']12, t Pz , t 
g acceleration of gravi ty, feet per econd 2 
(4) 
A z cross-sectional area of free-flow space at station 2, 
square feet 
pz den ity of air at station 2, slugs per cubic foot (based 
on pz and Tz) 
V z velocity of air in fin pa age at station 2, feet per 
second 
Mz Mach number at tation 2 
l' ratio of pecific heats for air (1.3947) 
pz static pressure of air at station 2, pound per square 
foot 
/ 
lh, t stagnation air pressure at station 2, pound per square 
foot 
P2, t tagnation air density at tation 2 (computed from 
P2, t and T2 , t), slug per cubic foot 
Tz true air-stream temperatUTe of cooling air at tation 2, 
OF ab olute 
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F' IG U RE 2.-ReJatioD between stagnation state and stat ic state of ail' as determined by mass 
Oow. 
When (pz V z)z/PZ.t P2.t is known, Mz can be determined from 
equation (4); the ratios P2!P2 . t and P2/PZ. t can be determined 
from the isentropic-change relations. A chart based on 
equation (4) and the isentropic relations·is given in figure 2 . 
Change in gas state between s tation 2 and station 3.- The 
pressure drop through the baffle from tation 2 to station 3 
is given by the following equation, which ha been modified 
from the corr sponding equation in reference 5 by inser ting 
the value of ODJ in term of ODJ.i: 
where 
DJ 
OD./.l 
(5) 
dynamic pressure at station 2, (~ P2 VZ2) , pounds per 
quare foo t 
friction-drag coefficient between stations 2 and 3 
ba ed on qz ( OD . ,= '!~J 
f L'iction-drag coefficient between tation 2 and sta-
tion 3 based on average of q2 and q3 
-- .- - - -- --- - -- - --
D, friction drag from station 2 to station 3, pounds 
dynamic pre sure s.t station 3, (~ P3 Vl), pounds per 
square foo t 
static pres ure at station 3, pounds per quare foo t 
den ity of air at station 3, slugs per cubic foot 
velocity of air at station 3, feet per second 
If the value for the local friction-drag coefficien t ODJ.I is 
assumed constant for all elemen ts of the path, D, would 
actually be ob tained by a process of in tegration. The value 
of ODJ.l should therefore be calcuJ.ated from D, by means 
of orne integrated mean value for Xp Vz. The value calcu-
lated from the arithmetical average of q2 and Q3, however , is 
used as an approximation. If thi approxinlation is good, 
OD.,.; thu calculated hould be independent of inlet-density 
variations for fixed values of R eynolds number and equal to 
the value that would be obtained with an incompressible 
fluid . By mean of the continuity equation, the relationship 
between OD./ and CDJ .! can be established as 
(6) 
The densi ty ratio required for the solution of equation (5) 
can be calculated from the following equation , which is 
modified from the corresponding equation in reference 5 by 
inserting the value for .cD.! in terms of OD. f. t to give 
(7) 
where 
Hz rate of heat transfer to air between station 2 and 3, 
B tu per second (The method of determining Hz 
i given in appendi.,'( A. ) 
A convenien t method of determining Pz! P3 uses the variables 
T' = Hz 
-cp lVTz (8) 
p' '= P2/ P3 (9) 
MZ= p'- l (10) 
a - 'Y p' [ OD4/.; (I+ pl )+(pl _l) ] + 'Y ;-1 (I_ p'2) 
M b2 = l;1az1 (11 ) p -
When use is made of these defini tions, equation (7) becomes 
jJ([a2= M 2z + T' M bz (12) 
Because Ma2 and Mbz are functions only of p' and OD. f . 1, for 
each value of OD. I. ,the variable M a2 may be plotted against 
jJ([b2 and p' may be plot ted against Maz by use of the defini-
-- - - -----
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tion for M a2 and Mb2 . Tbese plots are sbown in figure 3. The 
value M,/ mu t, bowever , be the ordinate sati fying tbe linear 
equation (12) with M22 a the y intercept, M b2 a the absci a, 
and T' a the slope. The inter ection of this line with th e 
curve of Ma2 against M b2 for tbe given CDJ.! determines 
Ma2. From the curve of }.aa2 again t p' for the given CD,!,! the 
value of p' can be obtained. 
Change in gas state between station 3 and station 4.- Tbe 
momentum equation cbaracterizing tbe pressure 10 bet\veen 
station 3 and tation 4 i derived for th baffle with a tail-
piece. Till loss a giv n in references 5 and 9 was for a 
baffie without a tailpiece, where tation 4 was in a section of 
very large area with very low velocity. For tbe pre ent 
case the momentum equation is 
P3A3 sin fls-P4A4+ f pdSz-D3= w (V 4- V3 sin 83) (13) g 
where 
83 angle b etween radii of cylinder to cylinder r ear and to 
tation 3, degree (See fig. 1.) 
P4 static pre sure at station 4, pound per square foot 
A3 eros - ectional area at station 3, quare feet 
A4 cross- ectional area of baffi exit at station 4, sq uare 
feet 
p static pre ure, pounds per quare foot 
dSx proj ction of any elemen t of cylinder-wall Ul·face and 
of curved part of baffle mface back of tation 3 on 
plane of A 4, quare feet 
D3 componen t of drag force normal to plane of A4 and ef-
fective between stations 3 and 4, pounds 
V 4 velocity of air at s tation 4, feet per second 
/.00 1.04 1.08 112 116 !.l'O 124 
Pd':>J 
128 132 /.36 140 144 148 1.52 /.56 
___ M,,' =f (P2/PJJ 
_ _ __ __ L,mil where M]=/ 
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FIGURE 3.-Determination of ratio of density at station 2 to density at station 3. Parameters refer to values of CD . I, ;. 
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The in tegral of pdSx is taken over the entire surface bOlmding 
the fluid between tations 3 and 4 except at flow cross sections 
of stations 3 and 4. 
It can be shown that 
(14) 
The pre ure gradients will be proportional to the kinetic 
energy at tation 3. Therefore, if 
(15) 
if the coefficient for friction drag in the baffle ex'it is 
03 = D 3 ~ P3 V32A4 (16) 
and if these symbols and the continuity equation are used, 
the momentum equation may be expressed as 
P3-P4 G A 3 . (A3) 2 P3 
---= 3-a3- 2 - sm 83+ 2 - -q3 A 4 A 4 P4 (17) 
In this equation the term 2 (A 3/A 4) sin 03 indicates that the 
momentum loss caused by the fact that the stream at the 
rear of the cylinder is not directed straight back cannot be 
neglected. This direction of the stream, however , tends to 
increase the value of a3 and the pressure recovery. The 
recovery coefficient a3, therefore, in some measure compen-
sates for the fact that 03"e 90° . When ~: is small, all the 
terms become small and consequently P3 is approximately 
equal to P4. 
For the present r eport the losses across the cyhnder will be 
r epresented by equations (5) and (17 ). In the actual prac-
tice of predicting the pressure losses, once the coefficients 
of equation (17) are evaluated, the density change may be 
evaluated from equation (17 ) and the energy equation. 
APPLICATION OF PRA D TL-GLAUERT COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR TO 
FLOW ACROSS A BAn' LED CYLINDER 
The foregoing theory for flow of a compressible fluid is 
applicable only to the case of uniform velocity or one-climen-
sional flow. For two-dimensional flow, the Prandtl-Glauert 
factor ..jl-Mo2 is used to eompute the effect of compressi-
bility. The Prandtl-Glauert factor is strictly applicable in 
flow conditlOns quite dlfferent from those existing around 
the baffled cylinder now being considered; therefore, this 
name should not be used for this application of the factor 
but will be used for convenience. The proper application 
of this factor is to static-pressure variations in the flow field 
of a body causing small per turbation veloci ties in an infinite 
uniform flow field with a frictionless, compressible fluid and 
with no heat transfer. In tbat ca, e the differ ence ill static 
pressure at any point in the flow field from what the static 
pressure would be with an incompressible fluid can be com-
puted by the Prandtl-Glau~rt factor I-Mo2 in the equa-
tion (reference 10) 
(18) 
or 
(19) 
where 
Po pressure of fluid that is characteristic of flow, pounds 
per square foot 
qo dynamic pressure of fluid that is characteristic of flow 
(4pOV02 ), pounds per square foot 
M o Mach number that is characteristic of flow 
P i static pressure at same point as P with incompressible 
fluid , pounds per square foot 
Po density of fluid that is characteristic of flow, slugs per 
cubic foot 
Vo velocity of fluid that is characteristic of flow, feet per 
second 
Op,M pressure-loss coefficient with compressible flow 
Op ,i pressure-loss coefficient with incompressible flow 
The factor 1- M02 was used to reduce the total-pressure-
loss data to values that might be expected without compres-
sibility effects. The application of the factor to the present 
data is to be regarded solely as an eInpirical method of cor-
relation. 0 rational basis for the u e of thi factor is 
presented herein 
The pressure drop u ed in place of P-Po in equation (18) 
for the baffled cylinder is P'. t-P4,t. The method of calculat-
ing qo and Mo was empirically determined by finding the 
pressure and the temperature that would give the best 
correlation of the data with different densities and various 
rates of heat transfer. The factor Op, t was then computed. 
(20) 
The total-pI' ssure loss to be eA'})ected with an incompressi-
ble fluid t.p i is then 
(21) 
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For th e same rna s flow (p V) bu t with standard density 
Ps, Cv . i will remain cons tant because it depend on only the 
R eynold number. Then 
(22) 
where 
6 Pi,S 10 in to tal presure under standard density condi-
tions, pound per square foot 
Ps standard den ity (at 29.92 in. Hg and 600 F ), lug 
per cubic foo t 
From equation. (20), (21 ), and (22) 
(23) 
where 
THE EFFECT OF COMPRESSIBILITY ON HEAT THAN FER 
The effect of com pre sibility on the heat- tran fer coeffi-
cients j estimated by the effect calculated for a flat plate 
by an quation given in reference 11. If the tempera tm e 
of the pla te i a umed to be 300 0 F (an average fin and 
cylinder temperatme t.o be e:xpected with a rear park-plug 
temperature of 4500 F ), the R eynold number i a umed Lo 
be 3000, and the free- tream ail' temperature i a umed to 
be -670 F (the temperature at hio-h alti tude wh ere com-
pre sibili ty effects in air-cooled ngine may become cri tical), 
thc effect of thc free- trcam Mach number Nf on the local 
heat-tran fer coefficien t hx i given by 
wh ere hx. i is the local heat-transfer coeffi cien t that would 
exi t wi th an incompr s ible fluid. The effect will be ligMly 
Ie s than shown in th e foregoing equation for two reasons : 
(1) the value hx ,! is proportional to the local kin-friction 
coefficienL, which in reference 12 is shown to decrease sligh tly 
"'iLh increa e of Mach number; (2) the highe t po ible valu e 
of M 2= 1 will no t exi t over the entire cylinder. In practical 
ca es ~f..if2 will not be unity at any point around the cylinder. 
Con equ ently, the effect of compre ibility on heat-transfer 
coefficien t for thc cylinder an bc expected to be negligible. 
APPARATUS A D TESTS 
TEST SET P 
Tbe copper-plated teel barrel section used in the tes t 
wa 1% in ches long with a 5%-inch bore. The fins on the 
cylinder were 0. 50 inch " 'ide, 0.036 inch thick, and space d 
0.1 05 inch. Inside the cylinder was a grate to aid th e 
pi ckup of heat and to reduce the temperature varia tion 
arolmd the inside of the cylinder. A m etal baffle with a 
6-inch tailpiece was fi tted around the cylinder (fig. 1) . 
The tailpiece allowed the eros flow at the back of th e 
cylinder to diminish ufficien tly to permit more reliable 
pressure reading. The cross-sec tional area of the exi t of 
the baffle \Va 1.6 times the free-flow area between the fin . 
The uni t wa placed in an a b stos-lined m etal box (fig . 4) 
and scaled a t all edges with furn ace cemen t to preven t air 
leakage . 
The ouree of heat w a an oil burncl' \\·ith a capacity of 
1 or 2 gallon of oil pel' hou 1' , depen ling on the burner nozzle 
u cd. A firebrick furnace provided the pace for the com-
bustion to be completed before the ho t ga es came into 
contact wi th the cylinder grate . An auxiliary blower was 
needed wi th a large nozzle to upply the nece ary air for 
combustion. 
Th flow of cooling ail' was cl'caLecl by two compressors 
uscd a vacuum pump and operated in en es. E ach pump 
FIG URE 4.-'l'cst unit showing test cylinder, barnes, tailpiece. insulated mota l box, pressure 
tables, and thermocouples. 
was driven by an 5-horsepower engine. In ord er to pre-
vent urging and to mooth out thc flow of cooling ail' , large 
tank were placed upstream and clown tream of tbe te t 
cylinder. Bleed valves were placed in front of and between 
the pump to provide fin e con trol of the ail' flow. A tank 
with thin-plate orifice in each end was place I up tream of 
the tes t cylinder to mea ure the qu antity of cooling ail'. A 
thro ttle placed betwe n th orifice tank and the up tream 
sm ge tank was used to control the pre sure of the cooling 
ail' in fron t of the te t cylin leI'. A diagram of tbe apparatus 
is shown in figure 5. 
INSTR UMENTATION 
Surface temperatures of Lhe cylinder were obtained at 24 
points (fig. 6) by means of insulated 2 -gage ehl'omel-alumel 
thermocouple pot-welded to the te 1. The cold junctions 
of the th ermocouple~ were inser ted in a scaled wooden box. 
The temperature in the box was obtained with an alcohol-in-
gla thermometer; the thermocouple poten tial wa m ea ured 
----I' 
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with a potentiometer. Thermo ouple wore al 0 u d to 
moa ure the orifico temperature and the cooling-air inlet 
and outlot tomperature. Th cooling-air outlet Lempera-
ture wa moasured dO\\Tn tream of the bafflo tailpiece in an 
expand cl section ; it ,vas therefor unnec ary to con'ecL 
the readings for air velo ity. The outlet du ct wa lagged 
to prevent heat 10 . The accuracy of the tempel'atUl' 
meaSlU'emont wa within ± 10 F. 
Total and stati pre ure were obtained in the tailpiece 
and at two tation on the cylinder; a total pre sure was 
obtained immediately in front of the cylinder (fig. 6) . The 
Combustlon - air 
1 intake :: -----D~~~~ 
Auxiliary blower Oil burner 
FIGU RE 5.- Diagram of test setup . 
total-pre ure tubes of O.030-inch-diamet.er teel tubing with 
a O.006-inch-diameter hole in the side of each tube were 
in er ted vertically around Lhe cylinder. The Latic pre ure 
aroun l tho cylinder wero measurod by mOl1n of vor 'ical 
t ube in erted through holes tapped in to the fins (fig. 7) . 
tation 2 \Va at the bl1ffie constriction I1nd tation 3' WI1 
orne' hl1t bohind the baffie-expan ion point. Because of 
the location of tho tube, the static-pressure r eading for 
La ion 3' wero not used in the calculation. Also, in view 
of the mall d i tance between 3' and 3, the reading P 3'.1 was 
u cd for P 3 ,1' Conventional- type pre sure tubes were not 
used between the fins because it wa thought they would 
block Loo much of tho chann el. A rako of conventional 
total-pre me tube wa u ed in urveying th total pro ure 
in the tailpieco, and a wall tap was u e 1 to m ea ure the 
i4UOIXl-47 
tat ic pressurc (fig. 1) . Th e pre ures WC I'C read on verLical 
water OJ' mercury manometer , cl ep nelino- on thc ranae of 
pre lire beinG' mea lIl'ed. 
Tho very mall prc ure drop acro the thin-plate 
orifice wero mea Llred with a micl'omanometel'. 
Baffle inlet 
s t a tion 2 
... Thermocouple 
o Total-pressure tube 
o Static-pressure fube 
FIGU I!E 6.- Location of Lhermocouples and pressure tuhes on lest cylinder 
Sfafic-pressure tube 
Tofal-pressure tube 
/+---t--Test 
cylinder 
FI GU RE 7.-Sket ch showing metbod of in tailing pressu re lubes betwecn fin~ 
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TESTS 
Tests were eondu ted over a ranO'o of air flo\ at veral 
AC Landard den ity altitude from 4000 to 33,000 feet 
imulated at the fron t of tbe cylindcr. t each altitude, 
data weI' obtain cl with and without heat tran fer for l\Iach 
number ranging from low valu s to the highe t value 
obLainable with tho apparatu. The high t 't--.Iaeh numbers 
o CUlTed at tho baffle e;;,.--i t, but no accmate data were ob-
tained at that station. In the following table arc given the 
range of l\1ach number at the baffie entrance lvJ2 an 1 a 
the baffle exi.t Mo; the }'1o value were computed on the as-
mup tion of no friction up to that point an 1 aI" therefore 
lower than the maximum Ma h number of the flow y tem. 
1- ylinder condition Den,ity I altitude ,\{, },,[, ([L) 
................ { ~l~~ 0.05 to O. 0.05 to O .Without heat transfer .12 to . 70 .t2 to .70 
.17 to 
:60 
.17 to .6 
33,000 .1 to .18 to .60 
·--------------------I{ ii~ m .16 to .73 . 1 to .77 With heat transfer .16 to .67 .17 to .69 .21 to .69 .22 to .i4 
.29 to .56 .3t to .59 
---
I re ure and temperatures were·recorded only after the 
test cylind r had practically I' a hed a tate of thermal 
equilibrium. The maximum allowable rate of change of 
L mperatu(' wa abou 3° F in 5 minute for the maximum 
t mp raLu['e bdor reading were takcn. The coolinO'-air 
outl t temperatul' was read before and after l' a ling tbe 
cylinder temp fature and an av rag of the two au' tem-
peratw-c wa u cd. The two readinO' in no case diffe red 
by mol'C than 2 percent of the tempel'atul' ri e. T empera-
ture \ ore read Lo wi thin 0.4 ° F and pres Ul'C to within 
0.01 inch of mel' ury 01' waLeI'. The aecura y of the prc ure 
('cading wa limited by Lh un teadine of the enO' ine 
'" , 
which eau cd prc sure fluctuation of as much as 0.1 in ch 
of m ercury . 
ummarie of the reduced te t lata and the derived 
q uantitie wi thou L and wi th heat transfer ar given in tablos 
I and II, re peetively. Cylinder temperature-di tribution 
data arc available upon reque t from the N CA. 
COM P UT ATIO 
From the te t the follo\ving quantitie were determined: 
where 
A b area of cylinder wall at ba e of fins, quare feet 
Tb average wall temperature, OF ab olute (arithmetic 
average of m a ured temperature of ylind I' a 
ba e of fin ) 
T,.a< average temperature of cooling mEace (fin and 
barrel urface), OF ab olute 
ST total heat-tran fer urface of cylinder , quare feet 
From the e data, the fictitiou exit den ity Pex and th 
coefficient h, ,CDJ. t , ('p , t, and a3-C3 weI' determined a 
follow : 
Compmation of h.- The average urface heat-tran fer 
coefficient h wa calculated from the equation 
h= HI + H2 _ 
,(T,. a.- T I ) 
The average temperature T,.a. of the fin and barrel urtaCtl 
\Va obtained from the mea ured urfaee temperature by 
a\~ raging the temperature with weighting factor propor-
tional to the area elements in which each thermocouple 
was located. 
Computation of U.- The average wall heat-transfer coef-
ficient \Va calculated from the following equation 
H I +H2 (24) 
Computation of fictitious exit density Pex.- The tagnation 
pres ure at tation 3', the ma flow, the exit tagnation 
temperature, and the cro section at sta tion 3 were LI ed to 
comput the tatie pre ure at tation 3 by mean of figur 2. 
This pre sure and the temperatur T4 ,. are u cd to compu te 
the den ity Pex by mean of th e general ga law. 
Computation of CD.r.t.- B y the method given in appendix A, 
T2 .• - Tu . . T _ T may be compu ted from the ooling- mface em-
4.' 1.1 
perature di tribution and the over-all rate of heat tran fer . 
On the a umption tha 112 ,I=PI.L, P2.L and (pr)2/p2 .• P 2 . t 
\ ere alculate l and , from fi O'ure 2, P2, ])2, and q2 were 
found. From P3 .• and T3 .• = Tu , the value of P3 . Q3, and 
P3 were alculated with the aid of figure 2. A valu for 
CD.!.t wa then computed from equation (5). 
! 
~ 
Computation of exit coefficients.- The exi t coefficient C3 
and aa could not be separately determined and the value of j 
aa- C3 wa con equently calculated from Q3. ])3. and Pa 
(obtaine 1 in th calculation of DJ.i) and eq uation (17). \ 
From P4 .• and T4.I, figure 2 \Va u eel to find the needed 
value for P4 and P4' 
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Computation of DJ.! by estimation of a3- C3.- The valu e 
of CD J .; wa also calcul ated by the method of reference 5; 
that is, bye timnting th exit-Io s co ffi cient and assuming 
P3= P4 ins tea 1 of u ing the mea ured value of P3,1' Equa-
tion (17) wa then u ed to calculate P3' AI 0 h om previoll 
computation Pz, Pz, q 2, T ' , and l.12Z, were known. The 
chart (fig. 3) wa recalculated for constan t value of 
(P2-P3)/Qz instead of for con tan t value of CD J ,; . The 
new char t was used to fin 1 the value f p' 'from (PZ- P3)/Q2, 
}.fI22, T' ; qu ation (5) wa then u ed to com pu te D.f ,1 . 
Computation of Reynolds number.- R eynold nLlmbel's R 
were obtained from the formula 
R = pVd 
JI. 
where 
d hydraulic diameter of fin pa sage, feet 
JI. absolute vi cosity of air based on average of average 
cooling-surface temperature and average cooling-ai.r 
temperature, slugs pel' econd per foo t 
Computation of Cp,;.- The pre sure-lo s coefficien t Cp ,; 
were calculated from the da ta by mean of equa tion (20), 
which wa used in the equivalen t form 
C (l - P4,l/Pll) ~ ~ Il_ M 2 
71,; 1: [ (p V) 2 ] P O,I Po. I '\ ° 
2 PO, I PO,I 
From the data it wa found that Po, I hould be calculated from 
PI , I Dnd T4,1 and that P O,1 should equal PI " for the best cor-
relation . In the foregoing equation Po. I i the stagnation 
(p V )2 
den i ty. The factor --- was then calculated and , from 
P O, I PO.1 
the value of thi factor, ~ 1- M 02 wa determined from 
PO,I 
figure 2. 
RE ULTS A D..,DISC SSIO 
EVAL ATIO OF COEFFI IE TS 
Correlation of heat-transfer coefficients 11, and U.- The 
effect of altitude on the heat- ransfer oefficien t 11, and U i 
hown in figures and 9. The CUl've for 11" th smface heat-
tran fer coefficien t, plotted against weigh t flow of air at the 
baffl e en trance show no effect du e to altitude ina much a 
the curve for 4000 and 14,000 feet bracket the pread of the 
data. The curve for U, the wall heat-transfer coeffieien t, 
hows the 3m e characteristic as the cm v for h. The e 
figure show that the M ach number had no effect on the h at 
tran fer for the range covered. An eHect of heat load wa 
noted in the daia but i noi hown in figure or 9. The 
heat-tran fer co ffi cient h and U increa e sligh tly with 
heat-transfer load. 
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Correlation of pressure-loss function (/:::"PPa.)m(p V)2.- The 
pre sure-Io function ( PP".)/%(p 1 2 i a dimensionle form 
of the convenLio nal p re sUl'e-Io fun ction /:::"PPa./ Ps. The 
density Par j the avera e of den itie upstream and do\\'n-
tream of the cylinder, and Ps i.s th ail' den iLy under tand-
ard sea-level condition.' . When (/:::"PPar)!X( pVY i plotted 
again t we ight now P Vg a in figure ] 0, the conchl ions drawn 
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FIGURE IO.-Varia tioll of PI' ssw'c-Ioss fun ction wi th cooling-ail' weight flow. 
from the plot of Lhe pI' ure-Io function may be applied 
to the function /:::" PPa./P. . Th dime)1 ionles form has the 
advantage of h \\' ing mpl'e ibility effect mol' clearly. 
The plot of Lhe PI' ure-Ioss fun ction /:::"PPaD!X(P V)2 i 
hown in figure 10 for I'LIil \\ i th and \\-ithou t heaL tran fer. 
The e curves show di < greement for different altitude and 
for a variation in heat iran fer. The 1'i e hown on the high 
\veight-flo\\' region of each curve indicate an additional 
pre ure 10 s caused by compressibiliLy effect at high ~Iach 
numbers. The high }" Iach number occur at 10 \\' l' weight 
fio\\- a the den ity al titud e increa e . Any cOl'l'elation 
method mu L make it possible to correct for the e pres ure 
ri es and Lhe separatioJI of the curv s for different altitude 
and rates of heaL Lran fer. 
Correlation of pressure-loss function (/:::"PPex)J}H p \1)2 .-
ome invc tigator have propo eel conclaling the pre. ure loss 
by means of Lhe funcLion /:::"PP ex, where Pex is the air densiLy 
at the exit of the cylinder. Thi method was unsucce fully 
lried wilh the dala of the pre enL t l. I n mo ca e where 
t his method would be applied, Lhe baffle exit would have no 
I I , I 
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FI r.I'RE jJ,-Variation of pressure-loss function wilh cooling-air weight Qow. 
tailpi ce and consequently no pres me recovery a t th e baffie 
exit. The exit den ity would then be computed from the 
tatic pre ure at th e baffle exit and the tagnation tempera-
ture at th tailpi ee. Th den ity thu computed is lower 
Lh an any den ity exi Li.ng in any part of the te t rig used for 
the pI' cnt te t. The pres w'e-Io fun ction (/:::"PP ex)f}Hp V )2 
\Va computed by mean of the den ity Pox and i plo Lted in 
figme 11 for te t with and without heat tran fer. B cal! e 
Pex decl'ea e as compared ,,-ith PaD for increa ing pres m e 
losse , the correlation of the pre ure-Ioss function 
(/:::"PP ex)!%(P V) 2 i better Lhan that of (/:::"PPao)m Cp V)2 . Al-
though the cOlTelation of the run ,,-ith heat tran fer (fig. 
II (b)) i good, the r un ",i tho u t heaL transfer (fig. 11 (a)) 
show comprcs ibility effect in hat th e data for the eliIT r nt 
den ity altitudes form separate urv . 
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Correl ation of drag coefficients and exit-recovery coeffi -
cients.- The drag coefficient OO ,f.i computed from the te t 
data by the method pl'eviou ly O'iven ar plo tte d in figure 12 
against the weighL flow pc]' unit a rea. The utLer lack of 
eOl'l'cla tion between the l'e ulLs fo], the test wi thou t hea' 
lransfer (fig. 12 (a)) and those wi th heat tran fer (fig. 12 (b)) 
or between re ult at cliH'eJ'ent alt it ud e is evident. Th e 
arne 1'e ul t i to be ob eI'vecl in figure ] 3 in which the exit-
recovery coe fficiel1 t a3- 3 ha been plotted aO'ain t the 
cooling-ail' \\-e igh t flow. 
In o)' lel' to find the ource of CI'1'or in tbe c result , the 
a ump tion involved in tbi method were examined. With 
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FIGUIlE 12.- Varialioll of baflle-chanllcl drag coefTi cienl wiih cooling-air weight flow. Drag 
coefficient calculaled from lest data. 
reO'ard to the as ump tion that the total pres ure remain 
unchanged between tations 1 and 2, the data indicated that 
the pre sure drop is 0 mall a Lo b negligible; at high flows 
the pre sure drop ~tmounts to about 1 percent of the toLal-
pre Ul' los. 
Th mas flow wa calculaLed from the total and staLic 
pres ure at station 2 and 3' to test the vali dity of he 
as umption that the flow j uniform acro each section (o l1e-
dimen ional flow). The calculation wa made from the 
factor (p V)2/PIPI, which \\' R obtained from the pre sure 
rat io lJ /PI and fiO'ul'e 2. The ratio of the " 'eigh t flo\\' to 
the weight Hows calculated from mcasUl' mcot at he 
orifice are plotted for tation 2 and 3' in figures 14 and 15, 
1'e pectivcly, again t the weight flow obtain d from the 
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FIGURE 13.-Variation of exit coefficient with cooling-air weight flow. 
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orifice measurem nts. At tation 2, figure 14 show that 
the ratio i ncar enough unity for a,ppli ation of the a ump-
tion of uniform flow. At tation 3' , however, figure 15 
indicate that the mea urem nt a rc not accurate at lo \\~ 
flow. In th calculation of any coefficient ba cd on mea ure-
m nt at one point at station 3', conelation will probably 
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FIGURE H.- Ratio of mass flow measured at station 2 to mass flow at station 2 obtained from 
orifice measluements. Tests made without beat transfer. 
not be obtained. Itli partly for thi rea on that D.!.i, 
as plo ted in figure 12, ho\', such lack of cOlTelation. 
In order to eliminate the use of these inaccurate meaS Llre-
ment, CDJ , ! wa recalculated by th use of an a um ed 
xit 10 in tead of the mea ured 10 . The value of aa 
compen ate to some extent for the fact that 8a,e 90°. If 
aa+ 2 ~: sin 8a is as umed on tant for various values of 
83, then for 8a= 90° eparation from the cylinder rear can be 
e}.."Pecte 1 and no pre ure l' covelT due to pre ure grad ien t 
along the wail wiilr suIt. In that case a3= 0. 
Then, 
or 
(25) 
If it i further a sumed ) hat ~Ca= O~ and Pa= P4 and if 
qa= ~'l4(A4/Aa)2 i substituted in equation (17), then 
This equation appli c with an incomprc ibl fluid flowing 
thro ugh the sudden expan ion of a sLl'a io-ht duc t. 
The method of calculating D. r. i wh en this 10 i u ed has 
been pI' viou ly gi ven . The re ult are plotted in figure 16. 
Much better correlation re ult than wa obtained in figure 
12, especially at low flow . Th e data for each al ti tude form 
a smooth curve. The curve separate, however a oon a 
the Mach number, which inerea e with altitude for a fixed 
Reynold number , become appreciable, indicating that the 
effect of e mpre ibility ha been overestimated by taking 
too high a los at the exit ; that is, aa i too low. 
In order to determine how mLl h these irregularities in 
DJ. i and aa- Ca affect the over-all total-pre ure drop, the 
values of CDJ. t and aa- a detel'll1ined from the te t were 
used to calculate the los in total pre m e to be expected 
with an incompre ible fluid by a suming that the density 
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remain unchanO'ed in all equations for pre ure 10 . If ali 
los es ar added and if p= constant= P2. 
(26) 
The over-ali pre ure-lo coefficient p.i i plotted again t 
the weight flow p l' unit area in fig ure 17, whi h how that 
the extreme catter of the data point in fio-m e 12 and 13 
ha been uffieiently re luced to allow fairing of curves 
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through the data poin t . The effect of compre ibili ty may 
be een from the fact that the curve how y tematic 
difference for th e different al titu de although the end of 
the curve do n t have the harp curvature that i evid en t 
in the plot of (L::,PPav)!X (p 1')2. The e differences are mu ch 
smaller than the entire compre sibility effect, as may be 
seen by compari on with figure 10, which i already ome-
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FIGURE l7.- E ffect of cooling-air wcight now on pI' ssure-loss coefficient calculated from test 
data by analytical method. 
what corrected for compre sibili ty effect. Thi result 
would eern to indi cate that, for correction of the com pre i-
bility effect, th e divi ion of the pressure 10 betwe n the 
baffl e charulel and the baffle {lx'.it i 'unimportant because 
the pre ure P3 \Va no d~ubt in error .. In order to inve tigate 
thi hypothe i , the over-all pre ure-lo s coefficient Cp • i 
wa computed from the estimated value for a 3- 03 (equation 
(25)) and the corre ponding values for 'CDJ . i (fig. 16). 
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The re ult of these cal ulation are plotte 1 in figure 1 , 
which hows tha t the value for P3 cannot be e timated in an 
arbi trary fa hion. 
If the value of O .l,t and a 3- 3 from equation (5) and 
(17) are in erted in equation (26) in order to determine how 
the pre sure-Io 0 fficient Cp ,i depends on the data, there 
obtained 
(27) 
If the den ity ratio are e imated from the energy equa-
tions for very 10w1\1ach numbers (.1111= 0), then 
The value of T' (equation ( )) i always les than 0.10 and 
the data indicate that the term involving P3 is never grea tel' 
that 0.01. At low 1Iach number , therefore, large varia-
tion in e timate of P3 from it tru value will not afrect 
Cp, i ' For high ~Iach number , however , equation (27) 
indicates that P3 'will definitely a ffect the result for p,t . 
Figlu'e 15 hows that the mea urement of P3 are inaccurate 
atlow 1achnumbel' but much better at high 11ach numbcr ; 
therefore, at high Mach number when the data for P3 are 
u ed, fair correlation of C p,i may be expected. At low 
11ach numbers, the inaccura te value for P3 do not affect the 
result; correlation may con equently a1 0 be expected in tlus 
range. With inaccurate values for CD J,t and a3 - 3 at lo\v 
l'.Iach number, correlation for O p,t may be exp te 1; 
whereas, in the 11iO'11 range, correlation may be expected only 
when accurate value for CO .l,i and a 3- C3 a,re obtained. 
Figure 12 (a) how that no correlation of CO .l. i occur at 
low l'.1ach number and fair correlation 0 curs a high ~lach 
number. Jo accumte correlation in any range.i obtained 
for tests with heat tran fer (fig . 12 (b)) but, if catter i taken 
about a mean cur v for the high }.Iach number, the varia-
tions are mall compared with the value of c." .! and theref 1'e 
do not how up a prominently. The same O'eneral featm es 
of the Co ,l. i plot (fi g, 12) may be observed in thea3- 03 plot 
(fig. 13) and the ame comments apply. From the CD ./, ! 
data (fig. 16) it may be presumed that the e timate of a 3 wa 
incorrect and resulted in the ca1cula tion of faulty value for 
Pa, Compari on of 0", t of figure] 7 with thut of flO'ure 1 
indicate that, in the range of low Mach number Ior all 
altitude, the p, t curve are the same with the mea urcd and 
the calculated valLl of llJ, which confirms the deduction 
that, for low valu es of 11ach number, C7"i i independent of 
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of as umed exi t loss. 
P3' In fact, the lowe t-al titude curve i approximately the 
ame for both method of computing Gp • i except at the very 
highe t Hach number. The lack of conelation of the data 
of figure 1 at lugh M ach numbers confil'm the deduction 
that the estimated values of P3 are incorrect and influence 
the value fo1' )J ,i and that the measured values for higb 
j\Lach numb r u eel in calcwatino' C p,t (fig, 17) are accurate . 
I 
___ ____ ___ __ _ .-J 
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The fact that the pre ure measurements in the rear of the 
cylinder were very inaccurate a t the low cooling-air weight 
flows indicates a lack of uniformity in the flow, which con-
tradict the hypothesis upon which the flow analysis was 
buil t . A econd inaccuracy i seen in the hypothesis by 
which CD.!. £ is calculaterl from CD.!' The method of calcul a-
tions is based on the assumption that q=}fp V2= 7~ [ (p ; ] 
increa es linearly along the channel ; %(q3+ q2), therefore, 
represents a O'ood mean value for q. This assumption is 
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FIGURE 19.-Effect of Reynolds number on pressure·loss coefficient computed by empirical 
method. 
approximately true for low Mach numbers but not for high 
Mach numbers where a much more rapid rate of increase is 
to be expected. Because %(q2+ q3) is higher than the mean 
effective value of q in the channel, CD • f . i must be lower than 
the coefficient that may be expected wlth a truly incompres-
ible fluid. The nonuniformity of flow in the rear (s tation 3) 
will also modify the momentum equations for the baffle 
channel and the baffle exit. For these reason values of 
CD.!.i and a3-C3 obtained by the as umption of uniform flow 
and by means of equations (5) and (17) will probably not 
check e timate from measurement of the velocity and 
pres ure distribution along the channel and baffle walls. 
Further experiments are required to determine conclusively 
the effectiveness of this method . 
Correlation of the coefficient Cp,i calculated by em piricaJ 
method,- A plot of the pressure-loss coefficien t Cp,i against 
the R eynolds numbcr is shown in figure 19. Although the 
correlation shown in this plo t is satisfactory, some features 
show that improvemen t i still de irable. The poinLs for 
the lowest density al titude without heat transfer are, in 
general, lower than the average of the points. The tendency 
for this plot to fall off at high R eynolds numbers indicates 
that the correction for compressibility effects is probably too 
large. This result might possibly be due to the fact that 
the correction factor applied is too large for the pressure 
10 e occurring before station 3. This effect loes not occur 
in the data for other density altitudes, possibly because the 
data for the lowe t densitie may be inaccurate in the high-
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FIGU RE 20.-Variation of corrected pressure loss with cooling·air we ight fiow. 
flow region as a r esult of the unsteadiness of the driving 
engmes. 
In order to dotermine the magnitude of the e deviations 
on the actual pressures, the corrected pressure drops were 
plotted in figUl'e 20 in the customary maImer. The dis-
crepancie noted in figure 19 show little effect on the preSSUl'e-
loss plot. The shape of the plots of figure 19 indicates that 
a linear curve of pressure-loss data is not to be expected . 
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GENERAL DISCUSSIO 
Comparison of the correlation methods.- For any et of 
pre ure-lo da ta, the eparation of the curve for different 
density altitudes i an eR'ect of compl'e sibili ty that has not 
been corrected. The effect of com pre ibili ty is accen tuated 
at th highest weigh t flow for each density-altitude curve . 
Th e effectiveness of each method of pressure-Irop correla tion 
i characterized by the magnitude of the pread of the curves 
a t the foul' weigh t flows that are the maximums for the dif-
ferent alti tude curve . At the end points of the curves for 
4000-, 14,000-, 24,000-, and 32,OOO-feet den ity altitude, 
there are, r e pectively, two, foUl' , L,{, and eight points on 
all the curves for compari on. The average deviation from 
th mean of all the curves at these point i given in the 
following table in percentage of the mean value of the para-
meter at tha t point: 
Weight flow (lb/(scc) (sq ft» 
14.4 
21. 5 
29.0 
40. 0 
Mean deviation, percent 
/l7JP a./~(P V )' 
J3 
13 
Jl 
13 
I Reynolds Dumber, R 
O. J4XIO ' 
.21 
. 30 
.40 
Method 
tJ.7JP,,/~(p V )' 
7. 3 
3.9 
2. 
4. 9 
Mean devia· 
tion, em pir· 
ical method 
2. 4 
2. 1 
1. 5 
(Pc,:cocnt) . 
'-------''--_. 
Analytica l 
7.S 
4.7 
5. 0 
2.1 
The e tables show that the use of the variable (t::,PPav)/Y2(p V )2 
is lea t effective, that the usc of the variable (t::,PP ez)/Y2 (p V )2 
and the analytieal method i better and about equally 
effective, an 1 that the empirical method u .Lng the Prandtl-
Glauert factor is most effective and of atisfactory accuracy. 
The involv d procedure needed for u e of the analytical 
method i a lefinite drawback _ Furthermore, certain infor-
mation is needed for pre sure-loss predictions that is not 
nece sary when the empirical method is used; the relative 
amount of heat picked up by the air in front of the baffle 
entrance mu t be obtained and pressure at the baffle-channel 
expan ion point are required in order to evaluate separately 
the coefficients OD .I.i and a3-03 in the pre sure-lo s predic-
tions. The te ting technique for determining reliable values 
of P3 is yet to be developed_ Oomputations made for a 
modern engine at an altitude of 40,000 feet show that very 
high Mach number occur and tha t eparate values of OD.!. i 
and a3- 03 are needed. The method i somewhat implified, 
however, ,,,hen no baffle tailpiece is used, which eliminate 
pressure recovery at the baffle exit_ In that case P3=P4, and 
pre sure measurements are therefore unnecessary in the 
baffle exit. 
The ame drawback applies to the use of the pressure-loss 
function (flPPez) !Yz (p V)2; that is, a measurement of the 
pressure in the baffle exit is required to determine Pez unless 
a baffle i used that gives complete 10 of the kinetic energy 
at the baffle eArit. This method of correcting the pressure 
10. s for compre ibility effects ha a ra~ional basis . If the 
entire los is a umed to occur a t the baffle exit, if no pressure 
r ecovery exis ts in the baffle tailpiece, and if the air temper-
ature in the baffle e::-..rit is a sUlled equal to that behind the 
cylinder, (flPPez)/X(p V) 2 should very nearly account for all 
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F IGUR E 21.- Pred iction of cooling-air pressure loss at al titude by use of 11. ( :;)', i -./I-AI.' 
72 P P O, t 
assumed a function of Reynolds number, and by use of ~~:V)2 ' assumed a fu nction of 
mass flow. 
compres ibility effects by equation (17 ). If not all the 10 s 
in energy OCCUl' at the baffle exit and if orne pressuJ' -
-recovery is present there, this method should give good 
r esults if most of the pressure loss occurs at the baffle exit 
and if the r est varies in mu ch the same manner as the 
baffle-exit loss. 
The empirical method of computation of th e pressure 
loss ha, th e advantage of being quite simple. There is 
doubt as to the type of flow appara tus to which the empirical 
method can be applied because no rational ba is for it 
exists at present. T e t data from engines, engine cylinders, 
and radiators are required before an estimate of the r eliability 
of this method can be made_ The same confirmation of 
the r eliability of the analytical met.hod is needed, however, 
because th ere is some doubt that. it correctly r epresented 
the actual flow conditions in even this comparatively simple 
type of flow path. 
In order to illustrate the application of the empirical 
method, an example is computed and plotted in figure 21. 
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For comparison, the pressm e loss i al 0 computed by means 
of the function (I1PPav)f1h.(p V)2. The barrel temperatme is 
assumed con tant at 3500 F; the rate of heat transfer is 
assumed constant and such as to require an air weigh t flow 
at sea level of 18.5 pound per econd per square foot of 
free-flow area of the barrel-baffle channel. The atmospheric 
preSSlU'es and temperature are modified for isentropic 
compression corre ponding to a flight speed of 200 mil es per 
hour. The ubsequent steps are: 
1. Compute cooling-temperatme differential T b - 1'1. t. 
2. Compute the h eat-transfer coefficient U (equation 
(24)) . 
3. D etermine P Vg (fig. 9) ; compute the exit temperatme. 
4. Compute the R eynolds number, and determine Gp • t 
(fig . 19) . 
5. Compute the abscis a of figme 2 and read the compres-
sibility-correction factor (po/po. I) _"Il_M02 . 
6. Compute the pres ure loss from the data of steps 3, 4, 
and 5. 
When the pre m e loss is computed by means of the 
function (I1PPav) n Hp V)2, the first three steps are the same 
as those previoLlsly given. The weight flow is used to 
determine (b.PPaD)nH p V)2 by means of the plot of lowe t 
density altitude (fig. 10 (b)) . An estimate of b.p is made for 
determining PaD; the resulting value of b.p is used to refine 
the values for Pav and b.p. For less extreme cooling concli-
tions, the differen ce between the two methods i not so gr eat. 
Effect of viscosity.- For the general correlation of pressure-
loss and heat-transfer data, dimension Ie s parameters should 
be u ed. Th variabl h, for e.'ampl , should be plotted in 
terms of the Stanton number hV against the R eynolds 
CpP 
number. In turbulent flow the -Stanton number varies 
approximately as the viscosity to the 1/5 power. For prac-
tical application of heat-transfer data to altitude-cooling 
predi ctions, therefore, the small variation in the viscosity 
cau ed by the variations in temperature of the cooling-ail' 
urface film ,vill affect the heat transfer only slightly . Good 
correlation of heat-transfer data of a given engine or cyl-
inder can be expected, therefore, if the weigh t flow is u ed 
as th correlation variable. The same reasoning can be 
applied to pressure-loss data. Because the present pressure-
loss data were obtained with and with out h eat t ransfer , 
considerable difference should be eX"P ected in the film 
viscosity. Consequently, the R eynolds number was used 
to correlate the pressure-loss data ; the viscosity of the 
surface film gave better correlation than the cooling-air 
viscosity in the computation of the R eynolds number. The 
pressure-loss coeffi cien ts were plotted against t he weight 
flow because use of the R eynolds number effected no increase 
in correlation or significant change in the plot . 
Velocity distribution.-Some improvement might be made 
in the analysis of flow in radiators, for which the assumption 
of uniform flow at the radiator-tube exit is satisfactory, if 
allowance were made in the momentmn equation for the 
nonuniformity of flow to be expected with a t urbulent veloc-
ity distribution in the tube. The computed kinetic-energy 
10 s at the exit would thus be incr eased. 
S UMM ARY OF RESULTS 
Based on an analy i of pressure-drop r equi.l'ements and 
on experimen ts to determine the effect of air compressibility 
on cooling and pres m e loss of a baffl ed cy1inder barrel, the 
following r esult were obtained: 
l. The pre sm e loss from the front of the cylinder to the 
baffle entran ce was very small, a might be expected for any 
baffied engine cylinder . 
2. The method of analyzing the flow process s around a 
baffled cylinder based on the assumption of uniform flow 
corrected for most of the effect of ompressibility. 
3. The assumption of uniform flow u ed in the analytical 
method of predicting pressure losses was not verified by 
computations from pressure m easurem ents between the fins 
at low flows. 
4. Prediction of the pressure los es across a cylinder at 
high Mach numbers using the analytical method based on 
uniform flow requires knowledge of the exact values of the 
fr iction coefficient between the fins and the coefficient at the 
exit of the cylinder. At low Mach numbers the division of 
the pressure coefficients has little effect on predicted pressure 
10 s. 
5. The use of a fictitious exit density Pex in correcting 
pressm e-loss data gives as accurate correlation as the analyt-
ical method based on the assumption of uniform flow. 
6. An empir ical m ethod has been found which gives sati -
factory correlation (mean deviation of pressure-function 
curves of about 3 percent) of the test data on pressure loss of 
the present cylinder and which permits estimates to be made 
of compressibility and h eating effects more simply than either 
the analytical m ethod or the method using the baffle-exit 
density in baffle-flo 'w system with a tailpiece. 
CONCLUSION 
If engine-cooling equations are based on the cooling-air 
weight flow instead of on the pressure loss, good correlation 
of data and prediction of performance may be expected 
because test data and theoretical es t imates showed no appre-
ciable effect of air compressibility on heat-transfer coeffi-
cients in the ordinary range of engrne operating condition . . 
AIRCRAFT ENGINE RESEARCH LABORATORY, 
ATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTI CS, 
CLEVELAND, OHIO, J u ly 1, 1944. 
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APPENDIX A 
ESTIMATION OF AIR-TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION AROUND A BAFFLED CYLINDER BARREL 
In order to determine the pressure 10 s over the cylinder , 
it is nece ary to lmow the rate of heat transfer to the cooling 
air between stations 1 and 2 HI and the rate of heat tran fer 
to the cooling air in the baffled section H 2 • The following 
analysis presents one method of estimating HI and H 2• 
For an lement of heat-tran mitting urface dS, the amount 
of heat transferred per unit t ime is 
(AI) 
where 
H ra te of heat tran fer from front of cylinder to point being 
considered, B tuj ec 
hz local mface heat-transfer coefficient, B tu/( ec) (OF) (sq it) 
T, ooling- UTface tempcratUTe average at any local flow 
section, OF absolute 
T , local stagnation-air tcmperattu'e, OF ab olute 
The viscous shearing tress slows down the air in the 
immediate vicinity of the wall and increases the temperature 
there until T, the temperature upon which the heat transfer 
depends, is more properly the stagnation temperature than 
the static temperature (reference 11). If W L is the local 
weight flow between the fin (lb /sec), the energy equation j 
(A2) 
In the unbafIled section of the cylinder, WL increase from 
a value of zero at the fron t stagnation point to the value W 
at the baffle en try. The term T t is eliminated from equa-
tion (A2) and (AI) and the quantitie 
and 
t=T,-TI,t=cooling-temperatme differential, OF 
ar used to obtain 
where 
ST entiTe mface for heat transfer, sq ft 
surface for heat transfer from front of cylinder to point 
con idered, sq ft 
The olution of this differential equation i 
H =exp [ _ l S'ST Od(S/ST) ] { Oon tant+ 
l SIST OCp WLt exp [ l SIST Ode /ST)] d(SjST)} (A3 ) 
Because S IST=O and H = O at the front of the cylinder, the 
constant of integration is zero. At the baffle entrance, 
18 
S IST is equal to Ot, the ratio of the unbaffled cooling surface 
of the cylinder to the total cooling urface, and H = H I, th e 
rate of heat exchange in the unbaffled portion of the cylinder. 
At the baffle exit, S/ST=l, and H = H I + H2 , the ra te of heat 
exchange over the entire cylinder. When the e boundary 
conditions are in erted in equation (A 3), 
l "'OCpWLt exp[!oSISTOd(S/ST) ] d(SIST) 
H I+ H 2 =exp [ - J~lOd(S/ST)] 
(A4) 
(AS) 
The rest of this appendix derives e:xpressions for HI and 
H I + H2 , which are more convenient than equations (A4) and 
(A5) for computation from the test data. The quantity 0 
varies little over the cylinder except at the very front. The 
rs/sTCd(SIST) (SISTCd(S/ST) 
factor eJo and the in tegral of OWLteJo d(SIS T) 
are only slightly affected by this variation. Oonsequently, 
the quantity 0 is considered a constant in all the integration. 
The values fOlmd for HI and HI + H2 from the energy 
equations 
and 
are ub tituted in equations (A4) and (AS) to obtain 
T2 ,t- TI.t= Ce-c"'l a ~L teC( ,ST)d (S/ST) 
T t,.- T t,l= Oe-c [Son ~:L teC(S/STJd (S/ T) + 
(A6 ) 
If an e timate is made of the weight-flow variation WLIW 
and measurements of t are obtained, 0 can be determined from 
the over-all temperature rise T 4 ,t- TI ,t and equation (A7) 
and its value u eel in equation (A6) to find T2 .,- T I ,t . 
I 
I 
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In order to e timate the weight-flow variation in the un-
baffled portion of the cylinder, the flow in the front is com-
puted by mean of the equation for potential flow over a 
circular cylinder. The velocity over uch a cylinder i 
where Vo is the velocity of the undisturbed flow, which 
reaches amaArimum at S /ST= 1/2. In the case of the baffled 
cylinder the maximum value is at /ST= ex. The velocity 
function i therefore modified to take this fac tor into account 
The constriction at the bailie entrance (S/ST=ex) of the 
flow area to l in it value for an unbaffled cylinder increases 
the maArimum velocity by the factor n, but the velocity in 
front of the cylinder is unchanged. The velocity di tribution 
must therefore be multiplied by an even function of S IST, 
which increase from a value of 1 at S /ST= O to a value of n at 
S jST= ex. Thea umedfunctioni n[ l _n n 1 cos (7T /2exST)] 
which gives an approximate weight-flow variation of 
(A9) 
From the baffle dimension, n=5. For the unbaffled portion 
of the cylinder, a linear cooling-surface temperature dis-
tribution i assumed 
tit =t lt _ (tl - t2) S/ST 
Z 1 Z t 2 ex CA lO) 
where tl is the value of t at S /ST= O, and tz is the value of 
t at S /ST = ex. Equations (A9) and (AlO) are ubstituted in 
equation (A6 ) to obtain 
where 
An approximation must now be found for the integral 
involved in equation (A8). In the baffled section, WdW= l 
and t varies very little; an extreme ca e how 9-perc~nt aver-
age deviation from the mean. The unbaffled cylinder real' 
show a much larger deviation but the decrea e in the effec-
tive cooling-air velocity reduces the variation of the fWlction 
(Wd W )t. The value of Wd W is therefore taken to be unity 
and an average value u cd for t 0 that 
(A12) 
where t3 is the average cooling- urface temperature of the 
cylinder from the baffle entrance to the rear minus the inlet-
air temperature. This re uIt i ub tituted in· equation (A8) 
to obtain 
If 
equation (AU) can be plotted in the form (T 2 •t- T1 .t)/ta a a 
function of (eC(1-a) -l) and (t1-tz)/ta. This plo t i shown 
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in figure 22. Equation (A1 3), however , gives a olution for 
the variable (T 2 •t-T1 .,)/ ta as a lineal' function of eC(l-a)_l 
with a y intercept of (T4.t- T1. t)/ta and a slope of 
[t3-(T4. t-Tl .t)]/ta' From data on the temperature of the 
cylinder, the straight line (equation (A1 3)) cao be located on 
figure 22 and the intersection point can be obtained with the 
curve of equation (All ) for the propel' value of (t1-tZ) /ta; 
thus, (T 2 •t- T1.t )/ta can be determined. 
A 
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APPENDIX B 
SYMBOLS 
cross-sectional area at a station indicated by a sub-
cript (except with subscript b), sq it 
area of cylinder wall at base of fins, sq it 
pecific heat of air at constant pressure, Btu/ (lb) (oF) 
coefficient for friction drag in baffle eAit 
coefficient for kin-friction drag from station 2 to 
tation 3 ba ed on dynamic pressure at station 2 
coefficient for drag from station 2 to tation 3 based 
on dynamic pre sure averaged in baffle channel 
pre m e-Io s coefficient with an incompres ible fluid 
pre sme-loss coefficient with a compressible fluid 
acceleration of gravity, ft/ ec2 
local surface heat-transfer coefficient, Btu/ ( ec) (OF) 
( q ft) 
average smface heat-transfer coefficient, ba ed on 
inlet-ail' temperature, Btu/ (sec) (OF) (sq it) 
rate of heat tran fer from cylinder area between front 
and any point consider d , Btu/sec 
rate of heat transfer to ail, from front of cylinder to 
baffle entrance, Btu/ ec 
rate of heat transfer from baffle entrance to baffle 
exit (station 2 to station 4) , Btu / ec 
Mach number at Ii tation indicated by sub cript 
(except M a, M b) 
/ p'-1 
, / I'p' [ O~f.t (l + pl )+ (pl_l) ] + 1';-1 (1-p'2) 
Ma 
,I p' - 1 
static or tagnation (indicated by ub crip t t ) pres-
sme at any point in fluid indicated by a subscript, 
lb/sq ft 
static pressure at any point in fluid with incompres-
sible flow, lb/sq it 
dynamic pressure at any poillt in fluid indicated by 
ubscript, lb/sq it 
Reynolds number 
surface for heat tran fer from front of cylinder to 
point con idered, sq it 
total heat-transfer surface of cylinder , sq it 
20 
Sx 
-
ta -
t3 
T 
Tb 
projected area of cylinder-wall surface of clU'ved 
part of baffle surface back of station 3 on plane 
of A 4 , sq ft 
Tf-T1 . , 
% (t2+ t1) 
average value of t between stations 2 and 4, ° F 
true ail'- tream or stagnation (indicate 1 by subscript t) 
temperature at any point in fluid indicated by 
sub crip t (except T b, Til and Tf .a.) , ° F ab olute 
average temperature of cylind er wall at base of fins, 
° F absolu te 
TI cooling- urface temperature averaged at any local 
flow ection, ° F absolu te 
TI .a• average temperature of cooling urface of cylinder, 
OF absolute 
T' - I-I2/Cp WT2 
U wall heat-tran fer coefficient of cylinder , Btu/ (sec) 
( q I t ) (0 F ) 
V velocity of air at any station indicated by su bscript, 
ft/ ec 
W weight of ail' flowing through baffle, lb/sec 
liVL local air weight flow between fill , Ib/sec 
ex ratio of unbamed cooling surface of cylinder to total 
cooling urface 
I' ratio of specific heats for ail' (1.3947) 
83 angle between radii of cylinder to cylinder rear and 
to s ta tion 3, deg (See fig. 1. ) 
J1. absolute vi cosity , slugs j(sec)(ft) 
p local true 01' tagnation (indicated by subscript t ) 
density at any point indicated by subscript (except 
Ps, Pa., and Pel;) , lugs/cu It 
Ps standard density of air at 29.92 ill. Hg and 60° F, 
slugs/cu ft 
Pa, average of den itie at tations 1 and 4, slug jcu ft 
Pex flctitiou exit density 
p' - P2/P3 
6p total-pressure drop from front to rear of cylinder , 
lb/sq ft or in. water, (P1 .,-P4.,) 
6P i 10 s in total pre sure from front to rear of cylinder 
with a'll incompressible fluid, lb/sq ft or in. water 
6P i.S loss in total pressure from front to real' of cylinder 
with an incompre sible fluid under standard den-
sity condition, lb/sq ft 01' in. water 
ub crip ts applicable to A, p , T, TI, p, lJ([, and q: 
1,2,3,3',4 tation indicated in figure 1 
t tagnation condition of ga (ab ence of sub cript 
indicate true-stream condition) 
o condition characteristic of entire flow 
\ 
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TABLE I.- SUMMARY OF DATA FOR TESTS WITHOUT HEAT TRANSFER 
[The sy mbols used are defined in appendix Dl 
Pl,t 7' Fpg P 11 P2, 1 112 P3' ,1 .1)3' . Poi tlppu t1PPe¥. 
Density altitude (It) (ill. R g (OF ~bs.) (lb / (see) (~~B:~i' (in . Rg (in. R g (i n . R g (111. R g ( III . R g ' ~ ( V)' I ~ ( V )' 
abs. ) (sq It» abs.) abs.) abs.) nbs. ) abs. ) 7 _ P 7 _ P • 
a,-C, CD J ,; 
Cp ,i C p ,i R Id (a naly ti- (empi";- . eyno s 
ieal cal number 
method) lIIethod) X 10-' 
6 Pi ., 
( ill . 
R ,O) 
1-- ------1-- - - - - ------------- --- ------ ---- ----------------- - --- ---
4,000 ___ __ ___ ______ _ _ 28. 10 ii4 2. 8 3. 92 0.0 28.11 28.06 ? .07 27.95 I. 656 1. 653 0.2212 0.0-165 
2 . 12 542. 8 4.030 .07 28. 12 28.21 28. 21 2 .11 1. 353 I. 353 - . 2179 . 04 2 
28. 19 5-13. 5 4. 494 . 09 28.20 28.16 2 . 16 2 .04 1. 383 1. 381 . 4762 . 0537 
28.26 544.5 5. 464 .09 2 .26 28.25 2 .22 28.1 1 . 934 .933 -. 1170 .0651 
28.34 54·1. 5 6. 4ii . 14 28.3 1 28.30 2 .22 2 . 12 1. 040 I. 036 .3695 .0772 
28.20 645. 5 7.521 . 15 28. 19 28. 17 28.06 27.96 19 I · 1074 .0 94 
. Il 545.5 9.230 .22 28. 11 28.09 27. 87 27.77 .795 .791 · 11 34 .1097 
28. 14 546. 5 I I. 4 7 .29 28. 13 2 .0 27. 76 27.64 .675 .668 .0900 . 1362 
2 .20 546.5 13.386 . 42 28.25 28. 10 27. 64 27.52 .720 .709 . 14 9 . 1584 
28.24 5'15.5 15.791 . 5 28.23 28.06 27.40 27.33 .713 . 69 .2107 .1876 
18. 16 540. 7 18.217 .79 28. 15 27.97 27.09 26.97 .730 . 710 .1701 .2190 
28. 16 54 1. 19. 10 .91 2 .16 27.90 26.82 26.72 .708 .682 · I 90 .2377 
28. 14 54 2. 8 22.173 L.l2 28. 13 27. 2 26.40 26.28 .685 . 657 . 1866 .2626 
2R. 23 543. 5 24.673 1. 3 28.21 27. 1 26.15 26.05 .679 .543 · I 28 .2934 
28.22 549. 2 26.772 1. 73 28.21 27.69 25.54 25.47 .71 .662 .2001 . 3176 
2 .23 54 7.9 29.736 2.22 28.20 27.62 24. 9 24.80 .737 . 667 · 1774 . 3530 
28. 1 5<18.2 33.375 2. 99 28 . . 14 27.34 23.61 23.99 .769 .670 .1712 .3949 
.09 647. 0 3 . 74 4.61 28.0 27.02 20.99 21. 00 .839 . 681 . 1600 .4456 
. ll 551. 0 40.60 5. 14 28. 04 26. 97 20. 09 20.05 .834 . 647 .1460 .4739 
28. 16 557.0 39.75 4.97 28.10 26.98 20.27 20.27 .837 .665 . 1692 .4587 
20.08 549. 0 6.50 .20 20. 08 19.99 20.34 19. 73 1.029 1. 021 . 4516 .0771 
19.93 550.0 7.627 .25 19.94 19.95 20. 14 19.52 .92 . 92~ -.0466 .0 5 
20. 03 .550.0 9.494 .36 20. 03 19. 95 20.06 19.45 . 865 53 .2167 .1105 
19.92 551. 0 10.411 .42 19.90 19.86 19.89 19.23 . 832 I . 1334 .1 206 
20. 12 55 1.0 11. 58 .52 - -W~O-- 20. 00 19.89 19.27 
.837 .818 .2238 . 1342 
20. 11 544.0 15. 79 .91 19.88 19.33 18.65 . 787 .752 .2053 .1870 
20. 16 549.0 19. 46 1. 14 20.14 20.73 19.56 1 . .6-37 .622 -.2511 .2260 
20.12 549.0 22.22 1. 62 
--w.-oi- 20.56 I . 74 J .02 .680 .649 - . 1405 . 2580 20. 04 549.0 23.74 2.26 19. 45 17.21 15.91 .811 .716 , 1839 . 2770 
20.09 649.0 26.31 2. 97 20.06 20.30 16. 16 15.36 .846 . 71 2 .1923 . 3060 
20.1 6 550.0 28.81 4. 12 20. 16 19.23 14.71 13.80 .941 .742 .1724 . 3340 
20.02 555.0 29.08 4.44 20.0 1 I .96 13. 76 12.76 .965 .712 . 1504 . 3363 
20.16 547. 6 10. 35 .34 20.14 20. 06 20.04 19. 39 .695 .682 .1743 .1226 
20.20 54 7.6 12. 34 . 59 20.22 20.08 19. 19.26 .842 .823 . 1759 .1461 
20.20 517.6 15.25 . 84 20.1 7 20.02 19.42 1 .. 81 .777 .747 .1605 . 1806 
20.15 516.6 17.72 l.l5 20. 14 19.84 1 . 18.22 .7 1 .735 . 1963 .2100 
20.24 64 7. 6 19. 84 1. 40 19. !l5 18.46 17.80 .751 . 693 . 188 .2350 
20.16 64 7.6 24.60 2. 43 .i9.4 7 16.92 16.21 .858 . 752 .1 951 .2913 
14.82 552.0 6.93 .30 14. 71 15.45 14.35 . 998 .9 I .3430 .0807 
15.00 539.6 10.60 .69 14.80 15.10 13. 99 1. 007 .974 .26 .10 5 
15.07 542.6 12. 41 .86 14.92 14.84 13.67 98 .8.?? · 14 .16 .H92 
15.0 1 545. 6 15. 35 1. 33 14. 72 14. 08 12. 86 75 II . 16 9 . 1827 
l S.07 646.6 17.75 1. 4 14 .70 13.43 12.13 90 .791 . 1383 .2104 
14. 6 649.0 .07 .4 1 14.80 15.39 14 .27 1.010 .995 . 1703 .0947 
14.83 649.0 9.18 .47 14. 73 15.21 14. 15 7 . 864 .2186 .1077 
J<l. 91 550.0 10.09 .56 14.83 15. 1 14.01 75 . 850 .2590 .11 0 
14.91 550.0 11. 68 . 74 14.78 14. 9 13. 70 .853 . 824 . 1624 .1366 
14 . 550.0 13. 6 1. 09 14 .68 14. 42 13.16 77 .828 · I 94 .1621 
14.91 551. 0 15.54 I. 3. 14 .62 14.03 12.73 {;7 .797 .2094 . 181 3 
I~ . 90 543.0 1 .09 1. 97 14 .44 13.25 lL83 .892 .784 . 1771 .2157 
14. 9 649.0 19.21 2.27 14.37 12. 79 11. 76 .901 .772 .1772 .2253 
14.85 64 7.0 21. .;2 3.31 14.17 II. 34 9.62 .988 .774 .1 521 .2531 
10.77 552.0 5.36 . 27 10. 70 12.02 10.31 1. 089 1.072 .3262 . 0625 
10. 73 .552. 0 6.39 . 34 10.60 II. 87 10. 12 . 961 .931 .370 .0743 
10.79 553.0 7.39 . 47 10.62 11. 77 9. 99 .983 . 94 . 3865 .060 
10.76 552.0 14.46 2.11 10.44 9. 68 7.25 1.027 90 . 1640 . 1683 
10.70 553.0 13. 23 1.71 10.3 10.20 7.95 1. 017 . 902 . 1961 .1539 
10.68 554.0 11.20 1. 15 10. 44 10. 8 8.81 . 9 7 .912 .2231 .1300 
10.72 553.0 9.05 .76 10.57 11. 44 9.54 1. 034 . 980 .3436 . 1051 
IS.000 _____________ _ _ 
23,000 ____ __ ________ _ 
33,000 ______________ _ 
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TABLE II .- S M I ARY OF DATA FOR TEST WITH HEAT TRANSFER 
Density altitude (ft) 
Pl,t (in.ng 
nbs.) 
Tl ,t 
(0 F nbs.) 
[The symbols used are defined in appendix BJ 
Vpg 
(lb/(sec) 
(sq ft» 
Pl.t-P~.t TLI (in. Hg) (0 F nbs.) 
1)2 .t (in . R g 
nbs.) 
p, 
( in. Hg 
nbs.) 
Pa',t (in. fig 
nbs.) 
p,' 
(in. E g 
nbs.) 
p, 
(in. fig 
nhs.) 
______ . ________ ----1---- ------------------1----1----1----1---- ----- ----
4,OO(L _ _ _____________ __ _____________ ________ 27.80 
28.00 
28. 04 
28.02 
27. 99 
27. 94 
2 .15 
2.09 
28. 01 14 ,000_ _ _ ____ _____ ____ ___ _____ __ __ _ _________ 20.47 
20.47 
20.47 
20.4 
20. '12 
20.46 
20. 61 
20.53 24,000 _ _ __ ____ _ _________ _____ ___ __ __________ 14.98 
14.97 
15.03 
15.06 
14.87 
14. 4 
14.84 
14.92 
32,000 __ . _ _______ _ __________ __ ______ ____ __ __ 11. 18 
ILl 
11.19 
ILl8 
II. 18 
11. 24 
Density altitude (ft) 
U 
(Btu/(hr) 
(sq in.) 
(OF» 
550.6 
551.1 
552.1 
553.1 
553.6 
555.6 
550.1 
547.1 
553. 8 
540.4 
541.0 
54 1. 3 
542.1 
542.1 
542. I 
542.1 
549.2 
549.6 
551.1 
551. 6 
556.1 
557.6 
557.6 
556.6 
559.6 
537.6 
539.3 
539.6 
540.4 
542. I 
542.8 
(Bt~/( bl')1 (sq in.) 
(OF» 
12.22 
14.97 
I . 16 
21. 52 
26.30 
29.53 
36.12 
39.62 
40.83 
.55 
11. 37 
14.54 
17.25 
19.68 
22.31 
26. 7 
29.05 
8. 20 
II. 49 
15.41 
21. 52 
10.09 
13.96 
15.85 
1 .26 
.55 
9.76 
11. 37 
12.22 
14.01 
14.37 
t. (OF ) 
0.54 
.70 
I. 01 
I. 39 
2.12 
2. is 
4.69 
6.76 
7.60 
.39 
.61 
5 
1.22 
1.64 
2.1 
3.44 
4.61 
.52 
9 
1. 43 
4.10 
.77 
1. 35 
1.80 
2. oJl 
. 60 
.92 
I. 28 
1.66 
2.22 
2.56 
I, (OF) 
630.6 
628.6 
623.1 
620.6 
613.6 
6U.6 
597.1 
593.6 
594.6 
615. 
606.2 
597.4 
593.2 
589. I 
585.6 
0.9 
581.9 
625.6 
616.1 
606.1 
602. I 
650.6 
632.6 
624.6 
622.1 
603.3 
604.3 
600. 8 
59 . 9 
59 .2 
59 . 2 
27.77 
27.97 
28. U3 
28.01 
27. 93 
27.93 
28.13 
2 .02 
27.96 
20.48 
20.44 
20.44 
20.44 
20.37 
20.45 
20.60 
15.00 
14.98 
14.99 
14. 5 
14.82 
14. I 
14. 9 
11.19 
11.16 
11. 16 
11. 15 
I I. 17 
11.25 
27.27 
27.24 
26.92 
26. 43 
25.56 
24.85 
23.50 
22. 13 
21. 69 
20. 07 
19.78 
19.39 
18.94 
18.38 
17. 2 
16.63 
16.16 
14.52 
14.09 
13.44 
12. 26 
14.13 
13. 49 
13.06 
12.56 
10.36 
10. Jl 
9.75 
9.49 
.99 
.93 
a,-C, 
27.59 
27.75 
27.74 
27. &1 
27. 42 
27.21 
27.06 
26. 
26. 79 
20.38 
20.30 
20.24 
20.12 
19.90 
19.34 
19.74 
19.47 
14. 0 
14.67 
14. 67 
14.35 
14.51 
14.47 
14.33 
14.30 
II. 01 
10. 95 
10.92 
10.86 
10. 1 
10.90 
CD.!,( 
27. 05 
26.94 
26.50 
25.85 
24.65 
23.46 
20. 85 
17.57 
15. 6 
20.61 
20.28 
19. 84 
19.32 
18.63 
17.42 
16.12 
14.1 
H.71 
14.06 
13.25 
9.35 
14.15 
13.34 
12.62 
11. 69 
12.10 
II. 77 
II. 36 
10. 97 
10.25 
9.96 
27. 02 
26.96 
26.49 
25. 90 
24.77 
23.62 
21. 13 
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• 
Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Designation Sym-bol 
LongitudinaL ______ X LateraL _____________ Y N ormaL _____________ Z 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
L M 
0 1= qbS Om= qcS 
(rolling) (pitching) 
Force 
(parallel 
to axis) 
symbol Designation 
X Rolling _______ 
Y Pitching ____ __ 
Z Yawing _______ 
N 
On=qbS 
(yawing) 
Sym-
bol 
L 
M 
N 
Linear 
Positive Designa- Sym- (compo-
direction tion bol nent along Angular 
axis) 
Y~Z RoIL _______ I{J u p 
Z----+X Pitch. ______ (J II q 
X-----+Y Yaw ________ 
'" 
w r 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), o. (Indicate surface by proper sUbscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D 
P 
p/D 
V' 
V, 
T 
Q 
Diameter 
Geometric pitch 
Pitch ratio 
Inflow velocity 
Slipstream velocity 
Thrust, absolute coefficient OT= ;D4 
pn 
Torque, absolute coefficient OQ= 9D5 pn 
p 
0. 
7J 
n 
Power, absolute coefficient Op= ;D5 pn 
5/"V'5 
Speed-power coefficient = " Pn2 
Efficiency 
Revolutions per second, rps 
Effective helix angle=tan-{2~n) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp=76.04 kg-m/s=550 ft-Ib/sec 
1 metric horsepower=O.9863 hp 
1 mph=O.4470 mps J 
1 mps=2.2369 mph 
1 Ib=0.4536 kg 
1 kg=2.20461b 
1 mi= 1,609.35 m=5,280 ft 
1 m=3.2808 ft 
" 
• 
